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Chess Base Nov 2013, 2013. CD-ROM. Condition: Neu. Neuware - The information explosion has led to
a massive increase in opening theory. But how often do you win a game with a prepared line What
gives strong players the edge over their opponents is not some blockbuster novelty, but a deep
understanding of the pawn structures to which their openings lead - an understanding that lasts
into the middlegame and endgame, and is transferable between different openings with similar
structures. In this DVD, Sam Collins examines the Isolated Queen's Pawn (IQP) and associated
structures. Using games almost exclusively from grandmaster praxis in the last two years, Collins
explains all of the major ideas for playing with and against the IQP, including the d5-advance,
kingside attacks (including the rook lift, h4-h5 and Bxh6 sacrifices), central sacrifices (including the
Rxe6 exchange sacrifice in various positions from the Petroff), queenside play and simplification,
and gives some guidance on how to assess transpositions into related structures.The universality of
the IQP is illustrated by the games on this DVD, played in openings as diverse as the Nimzo Indian,
Queen's Gambit Accepted, Semi-Tarrasch, Caro-Kann, Slav, c3-Sicilian, French Tarrasch, Bogo
Indian and Petroff. A final section of...
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It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Tim othy Johnson DV M-- Tim othy Johnson DV M

Extremely helpful to any or all category of men and women. It really is rally exciting throgh reading time. I am just happy to let you know that this is
basically the greatest pdf i have got go through in my personal existence and may be he finest book for at any time.
-- Ca r r oll Gr eenfelder  IV-- Ca r r oll Gr eenfelder  IV
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